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Bet You Can’t Take Just One Byte:
Using an iPad to Improve Your Litigation Practice

 I. Introduction
An iPad is one of the most powerful tools that a lawyer can use in the practice of law. It has the power 

of a computer, but is much more portable. It is about the size of a legal pad, and can replace a legal pad for tak-
ing notes, but can hold all of the case materials from thousands of cases that would otherwise fill countless brief-
cases. The thin, flat shape also makes it great for showing off and sharing information with a client or colleague.

On my iPhone J.D. website, I frequently review apps and accessories that a lawyer can use with an iPad 
in the practice of law. In this paper, I discuss three of the most useful apps on my iPad: Microsoft Word, an app 
which we all know from our computer but is equally useful on an iPad, and two iPad-specific apps that litigators 
can use to work with deposition transcripts (TranscriptPad) and to present evidence at trial (TrialPad).

 II. Microsoft Word
Microsoft Word is probably one of the most useful apps for any attorney on a computer. Three years 

ago, Microsoft released a version of Word for iPad, and it is one of the most useful apps that any attorney can 
have on an iPad.

A. Importing Documents
Unless you are starting a new document from scratch, the first step is to get a Word document into 

the Word for iPad app. Importing documents into Word for iPad from another app is fairly easy because you 
can use the standard iOS Open in... function. For example, if someone emails you a Word document, you can 
simply hold your finger down on the Word document icon for a second or two, then when the Open in... selec-
tion appears you can simply select Word for iPad.

Word also works well with some online document management services, such as Dropbox. Indeed, 
for Dropbox documents, you can work on files “in place” without even having to copy them to your iPad first.
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B. Basic Reviewing and Editing
Viewing documents works very well because Word for iPad preserves the entire original document 

formatting. This is no accident; Microsoft uses the same text layout engine in Word for iPad that is used in 
Word for Windows and Word for Mac.

If someone sends you a brief and you want to add a sentence, delete a paragraph, move something 
from one section to another, Word for iPad works great. You can edit the document without worrying about 
messing up the document properties so that it will look wrong when sent back to a computer.

Typing on the on-screen keyboard works the same as most any other app. This means, for example, 
that in addition to typing on the virtual keyboard, you can tap the microphone button (next to the space bar) 
to dictate, which Siri does quite well. I often find that using Siri to take dictation is much faster than me tap-
ping on a virtual keyboard when I just want to add a sentence or two.
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For more intensive editing, I recommend using an external keyboard, either a Bluetooth keyboard 
or an iPad cover with a keyboard included. With an external keyboard you can type much faster, plus you can 
use standard keyboard shortcuts to undo, repeat, cut, copy, paste, select all, and you can also quickly apply 
bold, italics or underline formatting. Word also supports standard keyboard navigation shortcuts such as 
Shift-Option-Right Arrow to quickly select text one word at a time.

C. Buttons and Toolbars
Word for iPad has a few buttons at the top left and right and toolbars in the middle. The buttons on 

the left let you return to your file list, edit document properties and duplicate the document (i.e. “Save as...”), 
undo and redo. The buttons at the right let you do a full text search, and if you tap the magnifying glass and 
then tap the gear icon, you can do a Find and Replace. The button at the far right lets you share a document ... 
more on that below.

There are several ribbon tabs. The Home ribbon includes all of your basic formatting such font, bold, 
text color and highlighting, text justification, line spacing, bullets, numbered paragraphs, etc. The first button 
on the Home ribbon is for Styles, and I discuss that in more detail below. The Insert ribbon lets you add page 
breaks, tables, pictures, shapes, a text box, a hyperlink, and a footnote. The Layout ribbon lets you change the 
page layout and margins, including page numbers. The Review ribbon lets you track changes, and I have more 
on that below. Finally, the View ribbon turns spell-checking as you type on or off, turns a ruler on or off, and 
gives you a Word count (which includes Page count and character count).

D. Styles
I always use the Styles function in Word on my PC and Mac and I recommend that others do too. 

For example, I have pre-defined styles for Text in a brief (indent paragraph, double-space, etc.), Block Quotes 
(indented on both sides, single space), the text that comes after a block quote when I am still in the same para-
graph that I call Post Quote (same as the Text style but not indented), etc.

The current version of Word for iPad has only limited support for styles. First, you cannot create 
styles in Word for iPad. So in a new document, if you want to indent, change line spacing, change the font, 
etc., you will need to do that manually.
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Second, if you open a document that you created on your computer using styles, Word for iPad will 
recognize those styles and will correctly display the document formatting. But you cannot easily use those 
styles in your document to apply them to more text. While there is a Styles button in Word for iPad, it comes 
pre-loaded with 15 styles that are always there and cannot be changed (and which are mostly useless for legal 
documents). The Styles button will not show you the styles that exist in your document, so you cannot use 
that menu to select a style that exists in the document and apply it to different text.

However, Microsoft did provide one partial work-around. If you copy text in Word for iPad to which 
you had applied a style on your computer, and then you select a different string of text, Word for iPad includes 
an option to Paste Format. That option will apply all of the formatting, including the style name, to the new 
text. So for example, if you have a Block Quote style that you like to use, and you are editing a document that 
already has that style in use, you are in luck. Just copy that paragraph and then paste the formatting to a differ-
ent paragraph.

Unfortunately, if the style that you want is present in the document but not currently being used, 
you can’t use it. My hope is that better support for styles is a feature that Microsoft is working on for a future 
update.

E. Track Changes
One of the very best parts of Microsoft Word for iPad is the track changes feature. I say this 

because most attorneys are unlikely to write a brief from scratch using Word on an iPad (although you 
could do so). Instead, most attorneys will find Word for iPad most useful when they are using an iPad away 
from the office and they just want to suggest some edits to a documents someone else created on a com-
puter.

For the most part, track changes works great. Just turn it on, and new text is underlined and deleted 
text is stricken.
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F. Apple Pencil Support
In late January of 2016, Microsoft added drawing tools to the iPad version of Microsoft Word. One 

way to access the drawing tools is to tap the Draw tab.

There is an even better way to start drawing if you are using an iPad Pro (either a 12.9” or the new 
9.7” version) and if you have an Office 365 account: just start drawing. Thanks to the new instant ink feature, 
you can just start drawing on a document using an Apple Pencil and the Word app instantly starts applying 
digital ink to your document and switches to the Draw tab. So if you are reading a document and you want to 
make a note in the margin, just make the note with the Pencil. The app will be ready for you.

Using the Draw tab, you can switch between a pen, a highlighter and an eraser. You can tap a plus or 
minus sign to make the pen or highlighter thicker or thinner.

You can change the color of the pen ink or the highlighter, either by picking one of the four default 
colors, or by tapping the fifth color circle which brings up a color wheel. Spin the outer wheel to choose the 
basic color, then spin the inner wheel to select how light or dark the color should be. The result is shown in the 
middle.
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The eraser tool doesn’t work like a traditional eraser. Instead, when the tool is enabled, any drawing 
that you tap just disappears. Thus, it is fast and easy to remove drawings.

If you are not using an Apple Pencil, then you need to flip on the switch labeled Draw with Touch. 
This lets you use a finger or other stylus to draw. Then you flip off the Draw with Touch switch to use your fin-
ger to scroll up and down the page or select a specific drawing to move it around, or use the pop-up menu to 
cut, copy, or paste whatever you selected. This all works best if you use an Apple Pencil because then you can 
just keep Draw with Touch always turned off; you draw whenever the Pencil touches the screen, and you scroll 
or select a drawing by using your finger.

One tool that ought to be better is the highlighter tool. When you use it, it adds a yellow color (or 
whatever color you select) on top of text, making the text itself harder to read. A proper highlight tool keeps 
the underlying text the same dark black and adds yellow around it—which is exactly the result that you get 
using Word’s normal highlight tool. In the following example, compare the difference between the highlight-
ing that I did with the Draw tool and the Apple Pencil at the start of the paragraph with the highlighting I did 
with Home tab and the highlighting tool at the end of the paragraph.
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What makes highlighting even more curious to me is that if I view this same Word document on my 
PC, the highlighting that I drew with the Pencil looks correct, with the text staying dark. It is just on the iPad 
and iPhone (and Mac) that the Apple Pencil highlighting doesn’t look correct. This indicates to me that it is a 
problem that Microsoft could fix, and hopefully they will in a future update.

Before this update to the iPad app, if I wanted to use handwriting to annotate a Word document, 
I would first have to convert the file to PDF and then use a PDF editor to add the annotations. Now, I can 
just add the annotations directly in Word. If I am in a meeting and someone emails me the agenda in 
Word format, I can take notes during the meeting just by writing in the margins of the agenda. If someone 
sends me a file to review and I don’t want to make more formal and precise edits using the Track Changes 
feature, I can just add my thoughts using handwriting, circling words or sections and writing handwritten 
notes.
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If you send someone a Word file with your handwritten notes, they will be able to see all of the 
notes on a Mac or PC (or iOS device). The notes themselves are like pictures on top of the document. As 
a result, when that other person goes to edit the document to implement your suggested changes, they 
will usually not want to use the Word file that you sent them—because they will have to take the time to 
manually remove each drawn annotation—but instead they would likely want to go back to a clean ver-
sion of the document. Thus, handwritten edits can be less useful than edits that you make using the Track 
Changes feature, where the other person can just review the edits and accept or reject each redline. But 
sometimes I don’t want to take the time to actually make the full edit, and instead I just want to convey an 
idea, and for that, handwritten edits, circling words and paragraphs, adding arrows, etc. are better than 
redline edits.

The Draw tab is a nice feature for lawyers or anyone else who has the need to markup a document. 
The basic feature works on all iPads, but it really shines when you are using an Apple Pencil on an iPad Pro.

Although you can only see about four icons in the main part of the contextual commands bar, 
there are more; you just need to swipe to the left to bring them up. So in addition to bold, italics, underline 
and highlight, you can also quickly access other commands such as bullets, comments, insert table, and 
undo.

 III. TranscriptPad
As a litigator, I frequently take depositions and have to review transcripts of depositions that I and 

others have taken. For example, I may want to assemble the best testimony to support a motion for sum-
mary judgment. In the old days, I highlighted and added Post-It Notes to a paper version of a depositions, 
but it was a pain to have to deal with large and heavy copies, the Post-It Notes would sometimes come off, 
and it wasn’t a very efficient way to find testimony that I had previously noted as important because you 
couldn’t easily see the key testimony on an issue all in one place. But with TranscriptPad, I can review tran-
scripts on my iPad (which is much easier than dealing with all of that paper), I always have every tran-
script with me, and when I review a transcript I don’t just highlight all key testimony in yellow; instead, I 
assign issue codes as a I read. When I am done reviewing a deposition, TranscriptPad creates a report for 
me of each of my issues (e.g. comparative fault, damages, one of my affirmative defenses, etc.) with all of 
the questions and answers I coded for that issue listed underneath. And I can create a report either from a 
specific deposition or from all of the depositions in the case. This app greatly reduces the chance that I will 
miss key testimony that I can use to help win my case. TranscriptPad is one of those few apps that consis-
tently help me to be a better attorney.

A. Main Menu
From the main screen of the app, if you choose a Grid view, you see folders for each of your cases, 

and a new feature is that you can color-code your folders. For example, you might want all folders for one cli-
ent to be the same color. The color normally appears as an outline of the folder, but if you tap on a folder to 
select it, the folder itself also changes to the assigned color. This is a nice way to easily differentiate among 
your folders.
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With a case selected, you can press the email button to send all of the transcripts, including your 
annotations, to another TranscriptPad user. (Exhibits that you saved in TranscriptPad are not included, which 
makes sense because, in virtually all cases, including exhibits would make the email too large to send.)

If you tap on a case and hold down your finger, a new popup menu gives you the option to open the 
case, rename the case, duplicate the case or delete the case. Or you can tap once to select a case and tap again 
to open it — in other words, a double-tap is a standard way to open a case in TranscriptPad 2.
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B. Issue Codes
The most powerful feature of TranscriptPad is the ability to create your own case-specific issue codes. 

When you read a Q and A that is significant, you simply select the first and the last line and then assign an 
issue code that you create based upon the issues in your case — such as Damages or Comparative Fault or 
even “Part 1RQ56” if a particularly important issue in your case is what each witness has to say about “Part 
1RQ56.”

After you are done coding a transcript, you can tap a few buttons to see every Q and A associated 
with any issue.

C. Reports
Once you are finished designating a deposition, it is easy to export a report of what has been desig-

nated. There are several ways to do so. First, you can create an e-mail with all of your designations, organized 
by issue code, with just the designated lines shown. Any lines not designated are omitted.

Second, you can create a report, either in text or PDF format, with just the page and line number des-
ignations, organized by issue code. Third, you can create a report, text or PDF format, with the full text of all 
of the designations in a table format.

You can create reports for specific depositions, or even more useful, you can create them for all of 
your depositions. Thus, if you are preparing a motion for summary judgment and you want to see all of the 
questions and answers associated with a specific issue, it takes just a few seconds to create a PDF version of 
such a report.

 IV. TrialPad
Lit Software, the same company that makes TranscriptPad, also makes the TrialPad app. This app 

gives you the ability to present evidence to a jury, judge, or other audience, something that otherwise requires 
expensive software on a computer. And thanks to clever software design and the easy-to-use interface of an 
iPad, anyone can learn how to use the app.
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The TrialPad app was first released in 2010—the same year that the iPad itself debuted—and has 
seen numerous major updates over the years.

A. Cases Screen
The main screen of the app is the Cases Screen. It works the same as the main screen in the Tran-

scriptPad app, and it is where you create folders for each of your cases or projects. You can assign different col-
ors to different folders to help you to organize them and pick out a folder more easily.

From the Cases Screen, you can easily import exhibits and other documents from Dropbox, Box, 
Citrix ShareFile, a Transporter or a WebDAV device. I was able to quickly transfer a large number of files using 
Dropbox, Citrix ShareFile and my Transporter. You can also transfer files from a computer by using iTunes 
and connecting your iPad to the computer with a USB cable.
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In addition to importing individual files or a set of files, you can also import a .zip file (under 1 GB), 
which lets you create folders and subfolders on your computer, and then maintain those folders when you 
import into TrialPad.

B. Case Screen
Once you select one of your case folders on the Cases Screen, you are presented with the Case Screen 

with all of the content associated with a specific case. On the left side of the screen you will see a list of the 
folders and documents inside of that case. You can create new folders and move documents into folders.

On the right side of the screen, you see a preview of whatever document is selected. If you are not 
connected to a monitor, the document will fill the right side of the screen. If you are connected to a monitor, 
you will see a rectangle corresponding to your external screen, with the document inside of that screen.

You can pinch to zoom a document, so that only part of it is on the output screen.
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The above pictures show you what you see on your iPad when you are using TrialPad. But your audi-
ence just sees the output, such as on an external monitor or the projected image. The three buttons next to 
“Output” at the bottom of the iPad screen control what the audience sees. With Blank selected, the audience 
just sees a black screen. With Freeze selected, the audience sees what is currently in your preview area at the 
time that you press the Freeze button. You can then use the TrialPad app to go find some other exhibit, which 
the audience will not see until you press Freeze again.

If you press the Present button, then the audience will see essentially the same thing that you are see-
ing in the Preview window. I say “essentially” because while you are in the process of zooming in on a part 
of the document on your iPad, the output screen doesn’t zoom until you release your fingers from the iPad 
screen. This is a nice feature because it means that you can zoom in and search for the exact part you want to 
display, and then when you are finished and you remove your fingers from the screen, the audience just sees a 
zoom right to that specific area.

The Blank button can be useful if there is an objection to something that you are showing to a jury. 
Tap Blank and the output screen immediately goes black, so that you can then discuss the objection with the 
judge. If the objection is overruled, tap Freeze or Present to put the document back on the screen.

You can use a slider on the right side of the preview screen to move between pages of a document, 
either by dragging the slider, or by tapping the arrows at the top and bottom to advance one page at a time. 
You can also swipe on the document itself to advance forward or backward.

If you want to see more of the document on your iPad screen, you can expand the preview window by 
tapping the two arrow at the top of the screen.
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By default, TrialPad displays one page of a document at a time, but if you tap the button near the bot-
tom right you can change to a Split Screen mode where two pages are shown at once. They can be two pages 
from the same document, or two pages from different documents.

C. Annotation Tools
One of the most powerful features of TrialPad is the ability to use annotation tools, and you can see some 

of the tools at work in the above images. You can highlight part of a document. (And the app highlights the correct 
way, keeping the underlying text a dark black—unlike some inferior apps that highlight by applying an opaque yel-
low box that makes the underlying text harder to read.) You can use a Pen tool to write on the document (which 
works incredibly well with the Apple Pencil) or draw straight lines. You can use the Redact tool to apply a white or 
black box over portions of a document. You can use the Laser tool to access a virtual laser pointer, making it easy 
to emphasize part of a document while you are discussing it with the jury or other audience.
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Perhaps the most useful tool for when you are working with documents is the Callout tool. Select a 
portion of a page of a document, and have that part blow up on the screen so that your audience can more eas-
ily see it. One good way to do it is to first highlight the text so that the audience sees what you are emphasiz-
ing, and then use Callout to zoom in on that area to make the text easy to read. The effect is very professional.

The Callout function works especially well with the Apple Pencil because it is so precise. Simply tap 
exactly where you want one corner of the callout to occur, drag down to the opposite corner, and then let go. 
The end result is much more exact and professional with an Apple Pencil versus just using your finger.

At the bottom right of the screen, an Undo button lets you undo annotations one at a time, and the 
Clear button lets you undo all annotations and go back to the original document.

In addition to annotating on a document, you can annotate on a blank canvas, thus letting you use 
TrialPad as a virtual whiteboard.
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D. Key Docs
Sometimes you will want to annotate a document as you are speaking, so that you can walk the audi-

ence through your annotations. But other times you will want to prepare the annotations beforehand, and 
then pull up the document with the annotations already there. The Key Docs feature lets you prepare annota-
tions beforehand. Simply apply all of your annotations in the Preview Window and then tap the key at the top 
right of the screen. You have the option of adding just that page of a document to your list of Key Docs, or you 
can add the entire document to your Key Docs. Either way, all of your annotations are preserved so that you 
can quickly see them again later without taking the time in front of your audience to create the annotations.

E. Exhibits
TrialPad has some special tools for working with exhibits. First, the app gives you the ability to apply 

exhibit stickers to a document, or to a group of documents. You control what goes in the different portions of 
the sticker, such as the header and footer of the sticker, the color of the sticker, where the sticker is applied on 
the document, etc. You can even automatically generate exhibit sticker information from the file names.
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You can also use TrialPad to keep track of which exhibits are admitted into evidence in a case. Just 
hold down on a document in the Preview Window to see the option to mark the document as Admitted.

Admitted documents have the word “Admitted” just under the document title on the left portion of 
the screen, and they also show up under the Admitted tab on that left portion of the screen.

F. Multimedia
In addition to presenting static documents and images, you can also present videos and audio. The 

app includes a simple video editing tool so that you can clip a video to just the portion that you want to show.
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G. Output
You can connect your iPad to a monitor or projector by using Apple’s Lightning to VGA or Lightning 

to HDMI adapters. You can also connect an Apple TV to a monitor or projector and then create a wireless con-
nection between your iPad and the Apple TV, allowing you to walk around a room with no cables connected 
to the iPad.

H. Snapshots
While TrialPad is primarily an app used to show documents to a live audience, you can also use the 

app to create PDF files thanks to a new feature added last week called Snapshots. After you are done annotat-
ing a document, tap the camera icon at the top right. This creates a PDF image of whatever you are seeing in 
the Preview Area, including annotations and callouts. You can access your Snapshots in a case in the Snap-
shots folder, and then you can email, print, or do whatever you want with the PDF file. For example, I can 
imagine including something like this in a submission paper to a mediator before a mediation so that you 
can use highlighting and a callout to focus the mediator’s attention to a specific part of a document. You can 
also use the Snapshots feature to create a nice slide to use in Keynote or PowerPoint in an Opening or Clos-
ing Argument, with the document in the background and a callout of the important quote in the document on 
top.

 V. And So Many More…
I’ve only discussed these three apps in this paper in the interest of space, but there are countless other 

fantastic apps. I use GoodNotes to take handwritten notes on my iPad using my Apple Pencil. I never have to 
worry about these notes getting lost. I use GoodReader to manage documents in folders associated with all 
of my cases, such as pleadings and correspondence. That way, I always have the most important documents 
at my fingertips no matter where I am. And because I sometimes find it useful to access documents or soft-
ware on my PC in my office, or my Mac at home, when I am on the road and using my iPad, I also like to use a 
remote desktop app called LogMeIn, although there are other good ones out there too.

For more of my thoughts on these and other great iPad apps that are useful for attorneys, plus useful 
apps for the iPhone and Apple Watch, take a look at my website iPhoneJD.com.

http://www.iphonejd.com/iphone_jd/2012/12/review-apple-lightning-to-vga-adapter.html
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